We are all being taxed to the point where people that are nearing retirement age are looking at other states that are much more affordable to live in. Property taxes are forcing people to try to sell their homes because they cannot afford to pay the taxes. People in southern and some western states pay for their homes taxes what many of us pay for car taxes. I do not understand how they can run their states without charging their citizens as much for taxes on their properties as we do. If they can run their states on lower taxes then why can’t we. We have a beautiful state however our government in Connecticut is making it ugly and a nightmare for the citizens of Connecticut that are not millionaires. Connecticut even taxes social security. It just seems that our government in our state will never have enough money because of poor management and expects its citizens to pay because they are incapable of doing so. Its understandable why our state has the greatest percent of people leaving our state than any other state.
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